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Christmastime is swiftly approaching and will probably be here before you can say Old Saint
Nick. All the hustle and bustle of the holiday is soon to be in full swing with loads of shopping,
celebrating and decorating going on. For many people, the decorating aspect plays a major
part of the merriness of the season, and it’s often even more fun when an element of creative
crafting is added to the mix.[Read The Full Article Here]
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Christmas is the perfect time of year to get into the gift-giving spirit with presents and wellwishes that are straight from the heart. For you or the DIY’er in your family, this is another
prime opportunity to dive into creating gifts that are built with innovation, inspiration, love and a
little help from some great Super Glue products. Let’s take a look at some crafty stocking
stuffer gifts that are sure to make your friends and family smile this Christmas season.
[Read The Full Article Here]

How to Use Super Glue in Your
Fish and Coral Tank

Many people enjoy the magnificent sight of an aquarium filled with vibrant fish swimming
gracefully throughout it, or with a display of stunning coral. Whether in an office, restaurant or
home, it’s a chance to behold and appreciate the beauty of aquatic life here on dry land. Reef
builders and fish tank hobbyists put forth a great amount of time and effort in creating and
maintaining these tanks, using various materials to bring it all together. [Read The Full Article
Here]

Super Sticky Saves with Super Glue

Fitting conveniently in drawers, tool chests and glove compartments all across the nation,
Super Glue is the extra handy adhesive that’s small in size, but mighty in strength. Not only is
it more than able to assist in numerous types of repairs and craft projects, but it can swiftly
save the day when you’re in desperate need of a quick fix. Does it sound like this glue should
be wearing a red cape? Well, it could, but it really doesn’t need one. [Read The Full Article
Here]
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